
VICTORIAN THEATER ESSAY

Free Essay: Theater and entertainment were very popular and sought-after during the Victorian Era. The performance
world was one of the few ways of public.

Eliza was played by the celebrated Mrs Patrick Campbell. Stevenson was at work on an essay about that world
for The Magazine of Art. Even among East End theatres it was generally hold in low esteem, and from actor-
manager J. Victorians' engagement with the past permitted a means by which they could express, and
reconcile themselves with, the emerging idea of the modern. Although it never acquired any sort of licence,
several noteworthy players began their careers here. Genres of Victorian Theater: The Victorian people had
strong opinions about the different genres and categories in the theater. It was sold to the Salvation Army in ,
and needless to say ceased to be a theatre. Boekbinder; auditorium decoration by De Jong see Walker 
Richmond Theatre Architect: Frank Matcham. The interior, which is amphitheatrical in construction -- like,
for example, the Coliseum at Rome -- is not very appropriate to any purpose for which it is ever likely to be
required except musical performances on a large scale. The theatre's use of spectacular stage effects continued
under The management of Charles Fechter  Recognising the phonograph as a tactile embodiment of history
and an aural record of the disembodied voice, Victorians viewed the machine as an uncanny vessel that
defamiliarised ideas of time. Ten years later, the old building was demolished to make way for a larger theatre.
Smith, succeeding as manager, gave the theatre its old name and scored public acclaim with his equestrian
adaptation of Byron's poem Mazeppa. In , George Conquest inherited the theatre which his father had rebuilt
in , but sold it to Clark in , having spend largely on its refurbishing in  The performance took place at the Art
Workers Guild in Bloomsbury, which traces its origins to ; one past Master was the noted artisan and radical
thinker William Morris. Like the almost contemporaneous Richmond Theatre, it was built on a prominent site
"with no earlier theatrical associations and no reusable old fabric" Earl 49 â€” in the latter respect, it contrasts
with the more than 50 additional theatres rebuilt and transformed by the prolific Matcham The interior of the
Hackney Empire, which could hold as many as 1, people in its three-tier auditorium Walker ; sources vary ,
boasted state-of-the-art technology for its age. Benjamin Conquest's attempts as manager to stage Shakespeare
here proved a failure, but lavish Christmas pantomimes by his son George compensated. Adelphi Strand Built
in opposite Adam Street by merchant John Scott who had made his fortune from a washing-blue as the Sans
Pareil to showcase his daughter's theatrical talents, the theatre was given a new facade and redecorated in  The
indefatigable Samuel Foot acquired The lease in , and in gained a royal patent to play legitimate drama in The
summer months. It became known as "Sadler's Wells" because the wooden structure later known as "Miles's
Music House" was built on the site of a medicinal spring. Vauxhall Gardens The 17th c. It was rebuilt and
enlarged in , and renamed "The Royal Alfred Theatre" in , but reverted soon afterward to "The Marylebone.
Pinafore , The Pirates of Penzance , and Patience , which was transferred tot he celebrated Savoy Theatre later
that year. Brecht examined and manipulated the various superficial and spectacular aspects of theatre,
establishing a synthesis of entertainment and social criticism as his fundamental goal Published: December 7, 
Piccadilly Circus, W1. The Victoria Theater has definitely had its ups and downs and trials and tribulations
over the last years.


